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Flash Talks on Horticulture Technologies Ready for Uptake
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This is a photo of a Nethouse in Cambodia.It’s netting material held up by a support structure over part of a field.The function of a Nethouse is to act as a physical barrier that protects crops from insect pests and environmental damage.Nethouses can be used by farmers on small or larger plots of land.In Cambodia, some nethouses cover more than 1000 m2.Nethouses can also be used by even larger scale farmers as a nursery.Seedlings that have been protected by a Nethouse are less susceptible to insect and environmental damage once they’re transplanted into open fields. 



What Nethouses do for horticulture 
farmers

Farmer response 
to needs 
assessment 
survey.
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Nethouses are particularly appropriate in areas where pesticide resistance is a problem.Nethouses are effective at reducing or completely eliminating pesticide usage while simultaneously improving product quality and chemical food safety.Nethouses also are effective at protecting crops from damaging rain or sun,so they’re great in places where tropical rainstorms are prone to pummel crops and limit growing seasons.Growing crops inside the protection of a Nethouse can help extend the growing season for crops that don’t require pollination or varieties that self pollinate.Nethouses also increase crop diversity. A wider variety of crops that favor differing amounts of sunlight can be can be grown by adjusting the roofing material to modulate sun exposure. Nethouse farmers are able to grow products other farmers can’t in unprotected open fields. This provides nutritious vegetables in the off-season and develops for farmers unique marketing opportunities that can improve rural livelihoods.



• Size/cost easy to adapt
• Social reasons for uptake 
• Concept easy to understand
• Benefits readily identifiable
• Easy to build confidence

Nethouses are accessible, adaptable, 
adoptable and scalable
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The structure and size is easily adaptable to fit a variety of needs. For example, supported netting can be used to cover a single row or multiple rows over a small or large parcel of land.Also, different supporting materials can be used, depending on what’s available locally.The use of bamboo, wood, concrete or metal will allow for different pricing options.This makes the technology accessible to farmers in a wide variety of economic situations.In Cambodia, typical Nethouses range from $60 USD for 40m2 to $18hundred for 400 m2 structure.In addition to being easily adaptable, Nethouses are also great from an adoptability standpoint. Nethouses, are a particularly appealing technology because they have strong social and behavioral reasons for uptake. For one, the concept is easy to understand (crops inside are protected from pests outside)and farmers readily accept this as an effective method of pest control.Since farmers don’t need to be convinced that Nethouses can be beneficial to them, they’re more willing to try using Nethouses on their own initiative.This is huge, because we know that farmers who see benefit in a technology from the start  are more likely to continue using it after project implementers are gone.Also, because Nethouses are fairly big structures that are easy for neighbors to see, once a few farmers in a region start having success using Nethouses, scaling within communities can happen organically when the right value chain structures are in place.



Regional input supply for netting material 
and local Nethouse construction needed

Input 
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The ease of establishing confidence in their effectiveness helps develop an enabling environment within the private sector.Starting at the beginning of the value chain, a source of netting material must be identified.In some places, a supply chain for mosquito netting is already established and may be a resource.In other places where this isn’t an option, it may be necessary to identify a regional source and import the material.In Cambodia, we identified sources in neighboring Vietnam and Thailand and supported local entrepreneurs 1) to establish import businesses that could supply raw netting material locallyand2) be local providers of constructed Nethouses.



Enabling environment within the private 
sector can incentivize adoption
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On the other side of the value chain,marketers and consumers in many developing countries are concerned about chemical food safety.Just like farmers, they can easily see how nethouses help address their concerns. This attracts local marketers and consumers who wish to purchase and consume safer food.For example, our project supported a local marketing entrepreneur to build her business from a small stall in a wet market into a wholesale outlet that now supplies the largest supermarket chains throughout Cambodia. The growth of her business has been grounded in a marketing campaign that focuses on branding built around Nethouses.On your right is an example of signage posted in retail outlets that highlights to consumers the benefits of Nethouses.Since Nethouse technology is such an integral part of this marketing business,the owner offers farmers financing and a purchase contract along with technical assistance to incentivize adoption and support farmers. Repayment installments are deducted from the sales price of vegetables over a 2 year period.



“I always [worried about 
pesticides] and my family 
did not eat vegetables.  We 
like vegetables now and eat 
them raw or cooked with 
fish or chicken.”*

Food safety & nutrition

Crop diversification
“Now the market tells me 
what to grow, before I just 
grew the same thing.” *

Improved livelihoods

“Previously I earned $250 
per crop. At the end of this 
cycle, I will earn $500-600.  
Plus I saved $75 on 
pesticides.” *

Farmers themselves report the positive 
impact of Nethouses
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Kong Thong
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*Farmer responses to independent project evaluations.
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I think the beauty of Nethouses as a horticulture technology ready for uptake lies in their simplicity. It’s really easy for people across the value chain to look at the technology and understand messaging that explains how nethouses can personally benefit them.In addition to improving farmer livelihoods through increased incomes and decreased input costs,using less pesticides has impact on food safety and nutrition,and also improves health outcomes for families.If you’d like more information about the things I’ve discussed here, you can contact one of the Pis listed on this slide, or see me at the table that will be set up during the break after this session.Thank you very much for 6 minutes of your time.
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